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We see, listen, and breathe AI if we can put it. Share markets, technology start-ups, 
retail companies, bit coin and what not.
Researchers call AI as the New Survival Skill that each one of us must acquire in 
the near future. It is essential for individuals, communities and enterprises to 
navigate the world. From automating processes to analytics, AI would make major 
business players in the world to adopt sustainable methods, to tap multiple  
benefits.
Writers are exploring AI to develop Science fictions that would score billions in the 
entertainment industry.
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33 Holdings is investing big in the field of property development in India. The groups’ 
upcoming project in Thrissur is the site for a major commercial shopping space. This is a 
project under 33 properties supported by ABM4 Trading and Contracting, and Squinch 
Architects.





Naseem Healthcare received appreciation memento from His Excellency the Gen-
eral Jassim Nasser Abdulla Al Hamidi, Director of Traffic Awareness Department in 
the agency, acknowledging the consistent collaboration and dedication in provid-
ing awareness medical examinations to the staff of the General Traffic Depart-
ment. Dr. Munir Ali, General Manager, Strategy, along with other key officials of the 
group, gratefully accepted the honor and expressed our gratitude to the office.  

This recognition reflects Naseem Healthcare’s unwavering dedication to the soci-
ety. We offer high- quality healthcare services, holistic healing experiences, and 
world-class care through our highly qualified healthcare professionals and 
advancements in the field of technology.

Naseem Healthcare’s
Unwavering Dedication
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Our heartfelt gratitude to the beautiful country Sri Lanka for embracing Feel at 
Home Ltd. With open arms. The support and enthusiasm will definitely help us 
build a stronger relationship with our customers thereby contributing to the 
growth of the nation.

Bohoma Istuti Sri Lanka!





The most prominent stockiest of Greenlam Laminates in India, ABM4 Trades 
attends the launch events of new shades of Laminates.
While Mr. Mohammed Miandad V P, CMD of 33 Holdings and MD of ABM4 Trades 
launched the new shade in Calicut, the programs in Cochin and Chennai saw the 
presence of prominent officials from both organizations. ABM4 Trades upholds 
the unique advantage of being the only distributor with the most sophisticated 
processes and services, especially in the southern part of India where the brand 
holds a major share of business.

ABM4 attends Greenlam
New Shade Launch Events


